Epilator
Satinelle Essential
For legs, arms and armpits
1 speed setting
Corded
Root hair removal at home

Enjoy long-lasting smooth skin
BRE200/00

Catches 4x shorter hair than wax
Enjoy long lasting smoothness with Philips Satinelle Essential epilator. Gently
removes hairs at the root, as short as 0.5mm. Hairs grow back thinner and more
slowly to enjoy up to 4 weeks hair-free skin.
Convenient root hair removal
Removes 4x shorter hairs than wax (0,5 mm) at the root.
Washable epilation head for extra hygiene and easy cleaning
Proﬁled, ergonomic grip for comfortable handling
Cleaning brush to remove loose hairs from epilator discs
Gentle root hair removal
Gentle tweezing discs remove hairs without pulling the skin
Gently epilates delicate areas

Epilator

BRE200/00

Highlights

Speciﬁcations

Unique epilation system

The epilation discs remove 4x shorter hairs
than wax (0,5 mm) at the root. No need to wait
until the next waxing session.

Sensitive area cap
Small areas to reach? Armpits, bikini areas?
Use the sensitive area cap to gently remove
the hair from your sensitive areas with ease.
Get smooth skin up to the tiniest detail.

Features
Ergonomic grip
Washable epilation head
1 speed setting
Corded

Washable epilation head
This epilator has a washable epilation head.
The head can be detached and cleaned under
running water for better hygiene

Accessories
Cleaning brush

Ergonomic grip
The rounded shape ﬁts perfectly in your hand
for comfortable hair removal

Gentle tweezing discs
Cleaning Brush
Small cleaning brush to remove loose hairs
from the epilator discs.

As your skin needs protection while removing
hair, this epilator head features round, gentle
tweezing discs.
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Technical speciﬁcations
Number of catching points: 20
Number of discs: 21
Pulling actions/second speed 1: 600
Voltage adapter: 13 V / 400 mA
Voltage device: 13 V
Service
2-year guarantee

